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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Virginia Tech – Montgomery County Regional Airport Authority has planned a proposed
expansion of the airport which includes the extension of the runway and apron, as well as trail
and road realignments. The proposed project also entails acquiring land for the expansion of
the runway and design improvements to the airport as a whole. Part of the designed apron
expansion necessitates the demolition of the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) eligible
Hokie Hangar, Turbo Machinery and Propulsion Laboratory Building, and Civil Air Patrol Building.
The three buildings date from 1940 to c. 1952 and comprise the surviving structures constructed
for the government’s Civilian Pilot Training Program, of which Virginia Polytechnic Institute (VPI)
was one of the few chosen, as part of the World War II preparedness effort.
As part of the documentation process for the airport project Stantec Consulting Services Inc.
(Stantec, formerly CRI) conducted cultural resources assessments for the airport property as well
as the surrounding areas which will be potentially impacted by the airport’s expansion.
Subsequent to review of the 2009 intensive level evaluation portion of the Hokie Hangar, Turbo
Machinery and Propulsion Laboratory Building, and Civil Air Patrol Building, the Virginia
Department of Historic Resources (VDHR) determined that the three buildings, collectively, were
eligible for listing on the NRHP under Criteria A and C. As such a Memorandum of Agreement
(MOA) was drafted requiring the full documentation of the three buildings and the information
compiled in the form of a Historic Structures Report. The field documentation of the Hokie
Hangar, Turbo Machinery and Propulsion Laboratory Building, and Civil Air Patrol Building was
conducted in August 2014 and included taking extensive detailed photographs of each of the
three buildings on the exterior and interior as well as detailed measurements to create scaled
architectural drawings of each building and its interior spaces prior to demolition of the three
structures.
The Hokie Hangar, Turbo Machinery and Propulsion Laboratory Building, and Civil Air Patrol
Building comprise a group of three buildings utilized by Virginia Tech as classroom and research
space. The Hokie Hangar, one of the last remaining 1940s aircraft hangars in the State of
Virginia, was constructed using funds from the Works Progress Administration (WPA) and Virginia
Tech as facilities for the civilian pilot training program under the Army Air Corps. As World War II
progressed demand for trained pilots and airplane mechanics increased. In 1940 an airport
hangar was constructed as well as military style temporary barracks, dining hall, and infirmary.
Only the hangar remains. The training school was part of the National Youth Administration
program run by the Federal government with programs in the 48 states. By the War’s end, which
also signaled the end of the program, approximately 750 students had been trained as airplane
mechanics at VPI. The Turbo Machinery and Propulsion Laboratory Building, constructed in 1942,
was utilized as workshop space for the training program and included specifically built bays for
testing aircraft engines. The building would later be used for jet engine research as part of
Virginia Tech’s Aeronautical Engineering program. Although built approximately 10 years after
the hangar and propulsion laboratory building the Civil Air Patrol building became an integral
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part in the research and development programs of Virginia Tech and is currently utilized as
laboratory space.
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1.0

OVERVIEW

Virginia Tech – Montgomery County Regional Airport Authority has planned a proposed
expansion of the airport which includes the extension of the runway and apron, as well as trail
and road realignments. The proposed project also entails acquiring land for the expansion of
the runway and design improvements to the airport as a whole. Part of the designed apron
expansion necessitates the demolition of the NRHP-eligible Hokie Hangar, Turbo Machinery and
Propulsion Laboratory Building, and Civil Air Patrol Building. The three buildings date from 1940 to
c. 1952 and comprise the surviving structures constructed for the government’s Civilian Pilot
Training Program, of which VPI was one of the few chosen, as part of the World War II
preparedness effort.
As part of the documentation process for the airport project Stantec conducted cultural
resources assessments for the airport property as well as the documentation of the surrounding
areas which will be potentially impacted by the airport’s expansion. The studies included the
following: A Phase I Cultural Resources Assessment of a 385.2-Acre Tract and a Limited Intensive
Level Evaluation of the Hokie Hangar, Turbo Machinery and Propulsion Laboratory and Civil Air
Patrol Buildings (VDHR #150-5043) at the Virginia Tech Airport, Montgomery County, Virginia (CRI
2009), and An Intensive Level Architectural Survey and Archaeological Survey of the Virginia
Tech Dairy Science Farm Complex and an Intensive Level Architectural Survey of Airport Acres,
Blacksburg, Montgomery County, Virginia (CRI 2010). Subsequent to review of the 2009 intensive
level evaluation of the Hokie Hangar, Turbo Machinery and Propulsion Laboratory Building, and
Civil Air Patrol Building VDHR determined that the three buildings, collectively, were eligible for
listing on the NRHP under Criteria A and C.
As part of the mitigation for the airport project, Stantec documented the Hokie Hangar, Turbo
Machinery and Propulsion Laboratory Building, and Civil Air Patrol Building. During the
documentation process the buildings were photographed and detailed measurements were
taken in order to create scaled architectural drawings and provide a detailed description of
each space within the buildings prior to demolition.
The documentation described herein is pursuant to the National Historic Preservation Act of
1966, as amended, the Archaeological and Historic Preservation Act of 1974, Executive Order
11593, relevant sections of 36CFR60 and 36CFR800. The Stantec Principal Investigator and
Architectural Historian directing this survey meet the professional qualification standards of the
Department of the Interior (48 FR 44738-9). The fieldwork component of these investigations
conformed to the qualifications specified in the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards and
Guidelines for Archaeology and Historic Preservation (Federal Register 48:44716-44742,
September 29, 1983), and the Guidelines for Conducting Cultural Resource Survey in Virginia:
Additional Guidance for the Implementation of the Federal Standards Entitled Archaeology and
Historic Preservation: Secretary of the Interior’s Standards and Guidelines (48 FR 44742,
September 29, 1983) 1999, 2009, rev. 2011. All records will be curated according to the
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requirements specified in the Virginia Department of Historic Resources’ State Curation
Standards.

1.2

2.0

HISTORIC BACKGROUND

The modern history of Montgomery County, named after General Richard Montgomery, began
with its creation in 1776 after the abolishment of Fincastle County. Fincastle County had
originally been formed out of Botetourt County in 1772, which was originally part of Augusta
County formed in 1738. In 1790 a portion of land from Montgomery County was subdivided to
create Wythe County and in 1792 the County’s territory was further reduced to form Grayson
County. The seat of Montgomery County’s government was located at Christiansburg, founded
in 1792. Settlement, however, within the region began earlier than Montgomery County’s formal
establishment.

2.1

SETTLEMENT TO SOCIETY (1607 - 1750)

The first English explorers to investigate the territory encompassed by Montgomery County were
a group of men sent from Petersburg in 1671 by Colonel Abraham Wood. When the company
came upon the major river in the region, today known as The New River, and named it Wood’s
River after Colonel Abraham Wood. By 1664, traders had become familiar with the back county
and have established trade routes with the Indian tribes of the region. In 1671, the Batts and
Fallam expedition furthered interest in the region (Kegley 1938; as cited in Rickard and
McCartney 1987; Worsham 1997:8).
In the early part of the eighteenth century the Virginia Council began granting large tracts of
land to companies on the condition that they would settle people on the land. Extending down
from the Shenandoah Valley large tracts of land was allocated to individuals and as well as
groups of investors. The Germans and Scotch-Irish came down from Pennsylvania and Maryland
to settle this area and established small self-sustaining farms. One of the largest grants was the
Wood’s River grant issued to a large group of investors in 1745. The grant included 100,000 acres
on the New River, the Holston River and the Clinch River. By 1746, surveying had begun by the
Wood’s River Company and soon after patents were issued. The large tracts of land were
subdivided and then sold as smaller parcels to pioneers who wanted to move into the region
(Kegley and Kegley 1980; as cited in Rickard and McCartney 1987; Kegley 1938; Virginia State
Library 1965; as cited in Rickard and McCartney 1987).

2.2

COLONY TO NATION (1750 - 1789)

In the 1750s, Colonel William Byrd III and his men laid out a road extending westward through
Fort Chiswell toward the Holston River, opening more land to settlement. With the onset of the
French and Indian War, however, settlers who ventured into the western frontier did so at
considerable risk (Kegley 1938; Virginia State Library 1965; as cited in Rickard and McCartney
1987).
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Settlers who did move into the region established homesteads in a number of areas including
Draper Meadows (Blacksburg), Buchanan’s Bottom, Dunkards Bottom, and Harmons Bottom.
Settlement west of the Alleghenies occurred prior to the French and Indian War; however many
of these homesteads were abandoned after fighting started, and it was not until after the
conflict ended that significant numbers of people moved into the area (Kegley 1938; as cited in
Rickard and McCartney 1987).
With the influx of settlers it became necessary to improve the system of roads throughout the
county. The establishment of roads in the mid-eighteenth century was accomplished by
residents who were appointed by the county government to survey and build the necessary
roads as well as maintain them. During the 1770s a number of thoroughfares were constructed
including the road between Draper’s Meadow (later Blacksburg), Hans Meadow (modern day
Christiansburg) and the place historically known as the Forks of Roanoke. During this time period
the precursor to modern day Route 460 was constructed between the Glades and modern day
Christiansburg. Other smaller transportation routes were also established during the second half
of the eighteenth century (Moore 2005:9; Newmann 1998).
Montgomery County during this time period was agrarian and relied heavily on farming as an
economic base. According to the 1782 tax list for the county acreage of farms ranged from
approximately 20 acres to 1,370 acres. A majority fell within the 100 to 400 acre range (1782
Montgomery County, Virginia Land Tax List).
It was during this time period that Samuel Black purchased approximately 600 acres in the area
known as Draper’s Meadow, later known as Blacksburg. Upon his death in 1782, Black’s sons
inherited his estate. Thirty-eight acres of Blacks estate was donated by his son, William in 1797 to
form the Town of Blacksburg, historically known as “the Sixteen Squares.” (Montgomery Museum;
Worsham 1997:11). Early structures constructed during this time period tended to be log with
dwellings on the outskirts of more prosperous landholders constructed with a wood frame
(Worsham 1997:11).

2.3

EARLY NATIONAL (1789 - 1830)

In the nineteenth century the people in Montgomery County continued to be self-sufficient
farmers; however, new transportation methods, including bateaux transport on the New River,
opened limited possibilities for shipping excess goods to larger markets. Roads continued to
improve during this time period and became the areas connection with more distant towns.
Several roads played an important role in this area and included “The Great Road” which
connected Salem and Roanoke as well as points in between, the Great State Road, which ran
through Christiansburg, and “The Blacksburg Road,” the north-south road north of Christiansburg,
among others (Newmann 1998; Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Detail of Montgomery County (Wood 1821).

2.4

ANTEBELLUM PERIOD (1830 TO 1860)

Montgomery County’s main economic base continued to be in agriculture during the middle
decades of the nineteenth century. Although tobacco in many areas of Virginia still played a
vital economic role, Montgomery’s main crops consisted of Indian corn, oats, and wheat. Only
24 farms harvested tobacco in 1850. Raising livestock, particularly sheep and swine, was also a
viable source of income during this time period. Although crops like Indian corn and wheat did
not depend on as large a labor force as tobacco many landowners in Montgomery County
owned more than 15 slaves. The Kent family was by far the largest slave owning family in the
county. James Kent owned 113 slaves, while Jacob Kent owned 74. The Kent family was also
one of the largest land owners with a total of just under 10,000 acres between the two brothers.
Other landowners within the county who owned more than 25 slaves included John Radford (27
slaves), Daniel Hoge (33 slaves), Agatha Peyton (44 slaves), William Preston (49 slaves), and Mary
Wade (34 slaves). Most people who owned slaves had an average 10 slaves during this time
period to work their improved acreage (United States Agricultural Census 1850; United States
Federal Census Slave Schedule 1850; Moore 2005:11).
While Montgomery County remained rural and agrarian during this time period, Blacksburg
continued to grow as a town with the aid of the continuing road improvements including the
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road from Blacksburg to Newport, and the road from Blacksburg to Fincastle, as well as the
Yellow Sulphur Turnpike. The residents of Montgomery County, although mainly employed in
farming also involved in blacksmithing, boot and shoe manufacturing, milling, tanning, distilling
whiskey, rope making, and cabinet making, among other occupations. A woolen
manufacturing company was also in operation by 1850 (United States Non-Population Census
1850). Although the Virginia and Tennessee Railroad came through Montgomery County in
1854, the builders of the railroad chose a route closer to Christiansburg instead, leaving the Town
Blacksburg isolated from this new and more efficient mode of transportation (Newmann 1998;
Worsham 1997:13).
The Town of Blacksburg during the mid-nineteenth century, in spite of its isolation from the
railroad, had a population of 250 people within the town itself and included non-residential
establishments included a bank, two churches, the Blacksburg Female Academy, the Preston
and Olin Institution, and the Bodwell Pottery, as well as other smaller commercial and
manufacturing facilities. Residential buildings were also being constructed along the town’s side
streets (Worsham 1997:12).

2.5

CIVIL WAR (1861 - 1865)

The Civil War was not a major factor in the development and history of Montgomery County. No
major battles were fought in the surrounding area of Blacksburg and only a few skirmishes
occurred. However, troops did move through the county in attempts to defend or destroy the
salt works at Saltville. Maps from this period show little beyond the roads in the area and a few
farms, though the Town of Blacksburg was well established (Figures 2 and 3; Barber and Barber
1999; Rickard and McCartney 1987).
In 1862 the passage of the Morrill Land Grant Act marks the beginning of Virginia Tech, as it is
known today. The bill was designed to address the lack of adequate educational institutions for
the study of agricultural practices and “mechanical arts.” Under the Act, each state was given
a minimum of 30,000 acres of Federal property to sell for the purpose of establishing colleges
which focused primarily on agricultural and mechanical studies. Much debate ensued as to the
recipient and the location to be chosen. In addition to these heated debates, the Civil War
halted the process due to a clause in the Morrill Act which stated that any state in conflict
against the United States government, of which Virginia was one, shall not be entitled to the
benefits outlined in the document (Morrill Act 2009: 503-505). The end of the Civil War allowed
the legislature of Virginia to resume discussions. It was not until seven years after the War,
however, that the governor would sign the bill establishing the Virginia Agricultural and
Mechanical College (Kinnear 1972:19-20 and 41).
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Figure 2. Map of Montgomery County, Virginia/ taken from actual survey made by topographical party in
charge of Lieut. C. S. Dwight, Engineer Corps P.A.C.S.; A.M. Smith, asst. eng.; S.W. Hill C.E. del. June 1864.
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Figure 3. Detail of Montgomery County (Gilmer 1864).

2.6

RECONSTRUCTION AND GROWTH (1865 - 1917)

Montgomery County’s growth after the Civil War, while still dependent on agriculture,
augmented its economic base with iron and coal mining, and harvesting of hardwood timber.
The production of pig iron was established after the railroads provided dependable
transportation in and out of the area. Coal mining took place around Blacksburg and in the first
quarter of the twentieth-century timber harvesting created a cash economy for local residents
(Barber and Barber 1999). The population of Montgomery County after the Civil War rose from its
pre-war level of 10,617 to 12,556 residents in 1870. By 1910, the county had 17,268 residents. In
1910 an additional 4,200 people resided in independent cities within Montgomery County
(Forstall 1996: 168 and 173).
In addition, once discussions resumed after the Civil War, though heavily debated, it was
decided that two Virginia institutions would receive the benefits outlined in the Morrill Land Grant
Act. One-third went to the Hampton Normal and Industrial Institute with the remaining two-thirds
going to the Preston and Olin Institute (Kinnear 1972:41). To meet obligations outlined by the
legislature, the latter Institute was required to donate its land to the State of Virginia as well as
give up its charter. In March 1872, Governor Gilbert C. Walker signed the bill establishing the
Virginia Agricultural and Mechanical College, later to be renamed Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University in 1896 during the tenure of President John M. McBryde (Kinnear 1972:41;
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Virginia Tech History). In 1886 the school took a major step in its progression towards an
accredited agricultural institution. It was under the presidency of General Lindsay Lunsford
Lomax that the agricultural research station in Blacksburg, the precursor to the present dairy
research facility, was established, though not formally in place until 1887 with the signing of the
Hatch Act, which designated funds per year for research to promote the agricultural industry
and the improved health of the population through ongoing improvements discovered during
the research process (Hatch Act of 1887, 2008; Kinnear 2009).
During the early years of Virginia Tech the landscape was still rural with expanses of open fields.
Buildings constructed during this time period included large two-story residences for the college
faculty, stone classroom buildings as well as the original dairy and other agricultural buildings
(Figure 4).
Industry and other non-agrarian business enterprises during this time period in Blacksburg was
much the same as in the 1850s and 1860s and included water-powered grist mills, blacksmithing,
coal mining, tinsmithing, boot and shoe making, cabinet making, and tanning. The Bodwell
Pottery was still in operation as well and several residents were employed as house carpenters.
The Town of Blacksburg also contained a general store, drugstore, hack office, and several
hotels, among other establishments. By 1900 the population of Blacksburg had reached 768
residents (Worsham 197:20-21 and 26; United States Non-Population Census 1870). Blacksburg
during this time period still relied heavily on its system of roads to transport goods in and out of
the town and immediate surrounding area. It wasn’t until 1904 that construction on the Virginia
Anthracite Coal and Railroad Company finally began with tracks running through the west side
of town. The railroad; from the start; however, had financial difficulties and by 1911 the line was
sold to the Norfolk and Western Railroad (Newmann 1998).
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Figure 4. Detail of 1890 Christiansburg, VA USGS Topographic Map, Reprinted in 1905
(http://historicalmaps.arcgis.com/usgs/).

2.7

WORLD WAR I TO WORLD WAR II (1918 TO 1945)

The time period between the wars the population continued to grow. By 1920 the population
had rose to 18,595 and by 1940 had reached 21,206, excluding population numbers for
independent cities. Populations within the cities by 1940 had risen from approximately 4,200 in
1910 to 6,990 in 1940 (Forstall 1996:168 and 172).
A majority of people residing in Montgomery County during this time period was still engaged in
farming. Although most were listed on the census as general farmers, dairy farming was also
prevalent. Outside of agriculture, a number of residents were employed in the coal mines and
the lime kilns while others worked on the railroad and in the sawmills. In 1920 34 prisoners were
working as county road builders under the guise of a guard and foreman. As technological
advances were made and the car culture expanded new businesses opened in downtown
Blacksburg including the Blacksburg Motor Company dealership in 1924 at the corner of
Roanoke and Main streets. In the 1940s with the advent of modern household conveniences
Blacksburg had its own electric appliance shop which sold refrigerators, washers, and electric
ranges as well as other smaller appliances. A large number of people in the county as well as in
the Town of Blacksburg were also employed at Virginia Tech. Blacksburg’s population, partially
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as a result of the influx of VPI employees, rose from 1,400 residents in 1930 to 2,130 in 1940 (United
States Federal Census 1920; Worsham 1997:39; Anderson 1998).
From the 1920s through the mid-twentieth century, VPI saw a dramatic increase in academic
programs and other facility improvements, most under the guidance of President Julian Ashby
Burruss (1919-1945). Burruss was institutional in, among other things, expanding the curriculums of
the forestry, agricultural, sociology, science, engineering and conservation programs, adding
graduate programs in power and fuel engineering, establishment of honorary fraternities as well
as allowing woman to enter the college (Kinnear 2009). Also during his tenure as president VPI
achieved full accreditation (1923), the airport was constructed and a major building campaign
begun largely stemming from aid provided by New Deal programs (Wallenstein and Kennelly
2009; Virginia Tech History).

2.8

THE NEW DOMINION (1945 TO PRESENT)

Montgomery County’s population rose again after the close of World War II with returning
soldiers, the expansion of Virginia Tech’s student population and the addition of faculty at the
school to meet the needs of the school’s expansion. By 1950 the population of Montgomery
County, including cities, reached over 38,800 residents (Worsham 1997:48; Forstall 168 and 172).
To meet housing needs for the planned residential neighborhoods, like Airport Acres among
others, were constructed on the outskirts of Blacksburg. The area to the southwest of Virginia
Tech also saw the construction of the Virginia Tech Airport in 1940 and the expansion of its
runway (Figure 5).
Virginia Tech was a major employer of residents of Blacksburg and the surrounding county and it
was under Walter Stephens Newman, who was appointed President of Virginia Tech in 1947, a
position he served until 1962, that a program of large scale expansion occurred. During his term,
Newman built upon the expansion efforts of Burress and further developed Ph.D. programs in
such fields as applied mechanics and geology as well as the restructuring of several
departments including the Department of Dairy Husbandry, which changed to the Department
of Dairy Science. Also during this time the library was expanded and new athletic facilities,
including the coliseum, were constructed. The construction of the recreation fields, buildings
and associated parking, however, facilitated the demolition of the farm buildings sited along
Washington Street, which were used by the agricultural research programs (Kinnear 1972:384385; Kinnear 2009; Young 1975:71). Construction had already begun on the new, and present,
facility southwest of the main campus. Most of the older buildings located at this facility were
completed during the time of Newman’s presidency.
VPI President T. Marshall Hahn (1962-1974), oversaw and implemented many changes during his
term as well, including another major building campaign and a significant increase in student
enrollment. His contributions to the college helped make Virginia Tech into the well-known
university it is today. Among his accomplishments is the enlisting of women into the Corps in
1973, the first in the country, as well as addition of “and State University” to Virginia Polytechnic
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Institute (Virginia Tech History). This remains the name of the university; however, the university
authorized the office use of Virginia Tech in the early 1990s as the equivalent and it is this name
most commonly used by all today.
The mid-twentieth century also saw the influx of larger scale manufacturing into Montgomery
County including Wolverine Gasket, Litton Poly-Scientific, Electro-Tec, and Federal Mogul,
among others. In the early 1980s Blacksburg experienced further industrial growth with the
construction of Virginia Tech’s Corporate Research Center which accommodated 65 businesses
within nine buildings and employed more than 1,000 employees (Anderson 1998).

Project Area
Vicinity

North
Not to Scale

Figure 5. Detail of Blacksburg, VA USGS Topographic Map, Surveyed 1931, Published 1937.
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2.9

VPI AIRPORT/VIRGINIA TECH AIRPORT (VDHR #150-5043)

The Virginia Tech Montgomery Executive Airport, formerly designated as VPI, was constructed in
1931 on a 310-acre parcel provided by Virginia Polytechnic Institute. The construction of the VPI
airport occurred during the beginning of governmental regulations for improvements to air
saftey and commercial development of the aviation industry. Several pieces of legislation were
integral in the late 1920s through the 1940s, including the Air Commerce Act of 1926 and the
Civil Aeronautics Act of 1928, to promote air safety, aircraft certification, and the “development
of the airway system” throughout the country (Quilty 2004:3-4; Byrne 1983:1; Gordon 1996). As
part of the air safety initiatives airports were constructed at 25-mile intervals along established
flight routes in case of emergency landings. VPI, constructed as a single sod strip, was part of
network of airports between Washington DC and Nashville which held an emergency landing
designation (McAllister 1989; Rollo and Crabill 2003:16; Byrne n.d.:13).
The airport was little more than the grass landing strip during the 1930s; however, flight instruction
was available during that time. In 1937 a formal class of 15 students was taught by a pilot from
nearby Roanoke. Two years later, as part of the Defense Department’s initiative, VPI was chosen
to train civilian pilots as part of the government’s Civilian Pilot Training Program under the Army
Air Corps. The first student flights took off in December 1939 to much fanfare. Fifty students had
passed the physical exam to qualify for the class, most were part of the Aeronautical
Engineering program. Fifteen planes at VPI were used to train the pilots and included a Howard
DGA-8 and Fleet Model 7 Trainers, among others. The intense flight training endeavor; however,
damaged the sod runway and in 1940 a new hard surface runway measuring approximately
2,850 feet was constructed (McAllister 1989; Bryne 1983: “V.P.I. Airport Formally Opened;” Mason
1937:7).
As World War II progressed demand for trained pilots and airplane mechanics increased. As
part of the early war effort and VPI’s selection as a training site, new infrastructure became
necessary. In 1940 an airport hangar was constructed as well as military style temporary
barracks, dining hall, and infirmary. The complex could house upwards of 125 students. Only the
hangar remains. The training school was part of the National Youth Administration program run
by the Federal government with programs in the 48 states. By the War’s end, which also
signaled the end of the program, approximately 750 students had been trained as airplane
mechanics at VPI (McAllister 1989). VPI also offered a special summer course in 1941 due to the
shortage of qualified technically skilled, in particular men, which trained students in mapping,
surveying, railroad construction projects, and industrial facilities for national defense programs.
As part of the training, students also learned how to build and repair aircraft and utilized the
hangar and adjacent workshop building, now the Turbo Machinery and Propuilsion Laboratory
(“VPI Offers”).
The hangar constructed at VPI was funded in part by the WPA and by VPI (now Virginia Tech).
Building construction projects of this type came under WPA’s Division of Engineering and
Construction and employed approimately 75 percent of the WPA workforce through the first
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months of 1940. The WPA funded, during its eight-year program, 480 airport projects between
1935 and 1943 as well as funded improvements to 470 existing airport facilities putting to work
approximately 38,000 people at a cost of over $112,000,000. The WPA airport and airway
projects included building over 900 miles of runways, airport hangars, administration buildings,
maintenance shops, terminal buildings, landing strips, aprons, and drainage ditches among
other projects (“The WPA Program” 1946:47, 51 and 85; Science News Letter 1939:196).
A number of workers were employed in 1940 to construct the cinderblock hangar from the
Blacksburg area (Table 1). Most were unemployed for long periods of time, several for 75 to 80
weeks of the past year. Ages of the workers ranged from 19 to 64, most were white. Most of
those employed as construction laborors working on the hangar had left school by the seventh
grade (United States Federal Census 1940). A number of other residents were listed as employed
under the WPA; however, were not specifically as working at the airport and therefore not
included in the table below.

Table 1. WPA Workers Listed in 1940 as Workers on the Airport

Name

Age

Occupation as Described in the Census

Wiley M. Savana

29

Airport Construction

Roy Craighead

19

Airport Construction

Stanley Lovern

26

Airport Construction

Giles Lovern

22

Airport Construction

Lacy Kissinger

31

Day Laborer WPA Airport Project

Elbert Shelar

34

Laborer – Airport Project

Woodrow Bryant

20

Laborer – Airport Project

Tony Roman

28

Carpenter – Airport Project

Carl Ellett

38

Laborer – Airport Construction

Richard Cruise

23

WPA Airport Construction

Harry Cupp

30

Laborer – Airport Construction

Charles E. Oliver

64

Laborer – Airport Construction

Roy Graves

24

Painter – Airport Improvement

The main section of the hangar building, as constructed in 1940, measured approximately 66
feet by 120 feet. According to Fred Broce the large metal hangar doors were brought in from a
military facility in Georgia (Gordon 1996; McAllister 1989). The classroom space on either side of
the main hangar was built in 1941/1942. The Turbo Machinery and Propulsion Laboratory
building appears to have also been built by 1942 (Morrell 1979; Byrne 1983:2).
Flight training at VPI’s airport, sponsored by the university, continued after World War II between
the years 1946 and 1952. VPI also offered training to seniors in the Reserve Officer’s Training
Corps (ROTC) program during the Korean War as well as during Vietnam. After the Vietnam
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War ended, the program sponsored by the Army’s ROTC programs ceased; however, during the
1980s the Marine and Airforce ROTC students received training at VPI’s flight training school
(Byrne 1983:3-4; Morrell 1979).
Additional improvements to the airport at VPI included the construction of the Civil Air Patrol
building c. 1952, and a new 4,200-foot runway in 1966. The new runway crossed the original
1940s runway and was better suited for the direction of the prevailing winds (Figures 6 and 7).
Several small metal hangars were constructed in the early 1970s, approach lights were added in
1979, improvements in drainage and the apron adjacent to the hangar were made in 1980, the
National Weather Service balloon station in 1990, and the new terminal in 1995 (Byrne n.d.:16;
Byrne 1983:5; Humphreys n.d.:17; Morrell 1979).
The complex of three buildings has been utilized during the latter decades of the twentieth and
the first decades of the twenty-first century by Virginia Tech as part of the school’s Mechanical
Engineering Department. The Center for Turbomachinery and Propulsion Research, in particular,
has been involved in research for Rolls-Royce and Pratt & Whitney, among other prestigious
companies. The Center’s faculty also holds patents for a high tech “ignitor for combustion and
supersonic flows” for “hypersonic speed vehicles” as well as jet engine propusion technology
and hydrogen fuel injectors, among other advancements (“Lighting a match in a tornado”;
Sipos 2007).
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Figure 6. Detail of 1965 Blacksburg, VA USGS Topographic Quadrangle Depicting Location of VPI Airport
(http://historicalmaps.arcgis.com/usgs)
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Figure 7. Aerial View of Virginia Tech Airport, c. 1970 (Collection of Virginia Polytechnic Institute; Used with
Permission).
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3.0

HISTORIC STRUCTURES

3.1

HOKIE HANGAR

The hangar, constructed in 1940, was an integral part in the training of both civilian and miltiary
pilots during World War II. The classroom space on either side of the main hangar area was
constructed in 1941/1942 and still serves as classroom space for flight training as well as office
space and equipment and parts storage.

3.1.1

Exterior

The hangar is a tall one-story building with a three-story tower on its northwest corner (Figures 812). Constructed of cinder block, the building’s end facades are parapeted with “tower style”
corners. The roof is curved, typical of aviation design. Originally the roof was seamed metal
with “V.P.I. BLACKSBURG, VA” in painted letters and a painted checkboard pattern (Virginia
Aeronautical Historical Society Files). The roof has been redone, though not recently, and
maintains the appearance of the original, sans the lettering and checkerboard pattern.
In 1941 shed roof wings were constructed off the southeast and northwest elevations for
classroom space. While the classrooms are underutilized presently, the remaining sections of the
wings actively serve as mechanical shop space. The building maintains many of its original
architectural features including the large steel 25-light bay doors located on either end of the
building, patterned cinder block walls, six-over-three-light metal awning windows embedded
with chicken wire and the control tower. The three-story control tower features banks of four
metal windows on the northwest and southwest first floor elevation with a flat-roofed
prefabricaated poured concrete overhang. A single window is located on the southeast
elevation and single pedestrian entry metal door on the northeast wall. The second and third
floors features single six-over-three metal windows (Figures 12-18).
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Figure 8. Hokie Hangar, View Looking Southwest.

Figure 9. Hokie Hangar, View Looking East.
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Figure 10. Hokie Hangar, View Looking Northeast.

Figure 11. Hokie Hangar, View Looking West.
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Figure 12. Detail of Control Tower, View Looking East.
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Figure 13. Detail of First Floor Windows of Control Tower, View Looking Northeast.

Figure 14. Detail of Intersection of the Exterior Wall and Roof, View Looking West.
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Figure 15. Detail of Exterior Metal Doors, View Looking Northeast.
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Figure 16. Detail of Metal Pedestrian Door within Large Metal Hangar Doors, View Looking Southwest.
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Figure 17. Detail of Hangar Window, View Looking Southeast.

3.25

Figure 18. Detail of Control Tower Entry Door, View Looking Southwest.

3.1.2

Interior

The interior of the building has retained many of its original architectural features and still
functions as an airport hangar and aircraft maintenance facility. Original features include the
buildings overall interior configuration – classroom space as well as the center hangar area, a
majority of the doors and the roof truss system. In addition the windows present prior to the
construction of the two shed roof wings one year after the main block, are still present, although
the glass panes have been painted (Figures 19-22). The floors are poured concrete and also
appear to be original.
3.1.2.1

Hangar

The main area of the hangar is a large open area which measures approximately 124 feet in
length and 65 feet 8 inches in width (Figures 19-22). The floor is poured concrete. Six planes can
be housed in the hangar at one time. The shallow curved roof is supported by five riveted metal
trusses. Each trusse is attached to metal I-beam posts at either end which measure
approximately 12 inches deep and 5 inches across. Electrical wires within suspended conduit
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extend the length of the bottom metal piece of the truss and contect electric lights to illuminate
the interior of the building. Several heating units are also suspended from the trusses (Figures 2325). The ceiling itselt is battened utilizing metal strips; however, due to the height of the building,
the interior roofing material was not able to be determined. Just below the roof line, extending
the length of the building, are 26 metal, nine-light windows along the northern wall and 28 along
the southern wall. The windows allowed daylight into the building; however, when the roof was
raised on the original wings of the hangar, the windows were painted and no longer function as
intended (Figures 26 and 27).
Doors pierce both the northwest and southeast elevations and provide access into the
classrooms and workshop/storage spaces housed in the one-story wings as well as to the air
traffic control tower. The doors leading into the tower and a majority of the rooms on the
northwest wall of the building are original two-panel solid wood doors (Figure 28), with the
exception of the Flight School office (Room #3), the bathroom (Room #5) and office at the far
eastern end of the building (Room #6) which have been replaced by modern metal or wood
doors. Although several original pedestian two-panel wood doors are located on the opposite
wall, the original main doors into the workshop spaces within the southeastern wing are
approximately 85 inch-high, folding two-panel solid wood doors hung on a metal rail with metal
wheel guiding the door on the rail (Figures 29-32). The original wood doors are all 1 ¾ inches in
thickness and are approximately 32 inches wide. The large metal hangar doors, noted above,
comprise three sets of pocket doors which roll on metal rails (Figures 33 and 34).

Figure 19. Overview of Interior of Hangar Looking West.
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Figure 20. Overview of Interior of Hangar Looking Northeast.

Figure 21. Overview of Interior of Hangar Looking East.
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Figure 22. Overview of Interior of Hangar Looking Northeast.

Figure 23. Detail of Roof Truss, View Looking East.
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Figure 24. Detail of Roof Truss, View Looking Northeast.

Figure 25. Detail of Roof Truss, View Looking North.
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Figure 26. Detail of Northwest Corner of Hangar Depicting Intersection of Roof, Walls and Windows, View
Looking Northwest.

Figure 27. Detail of Interior Windows, View Looking Southeast.
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Figure 28. Detail of Recessed Area and Door to Air Traffic Control Tower, View Looking Northwest.
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Figure 29. Detail of Sliding Bi-Fold Doors in Southeast Wall of Hangar, View Looking South.

Figure 30. Detail of Sliding Bi-Fold Doors in Southeast Wall of Hangar, View Looking East.
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Figure 31. Detail of Door Hardware, View Looking Southeast.
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Figure 32. Door Detail, View Looking Southeast.
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Figure 33. Detail of Interior of Hangar Doors, View Looking Southwest.
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Figure 34. Detail of Interior of Hangar Door and Track, View Looking Southwest.

Eight additional rooms are located within the hangar building within the full-length wings. The
area to the northwest of the main hangar area comprises six rooms and includes a classroom,
offices, tool storage, and a bathroom as well as the entry into the first floor of the control tower.
Rooms on this side of the hangar are leased by the Shelton Aviation flight school. The area to
the southeast of the main hangar comprises two rooms with the northern room utilized for
aircraft construction with the other larger room utilized for workshop space and storage of
maintenance equipment.
3.1.2.2

Room 1

Room 1, which measures approximately 18’4” by 23’6”, currently serves as storage for unused
furniture, plane parts, and other office related equipment. Although the room retains its original
dimensions overall, modern materials such as a drop ceiling, vinyl floor tiles, and c. 1970s
paneling on the southwest and northwest walls have been added to the space (Figures 35 and
36). A closet along the northwest wall has also been added to the space. The northeast wall of
the room is concrete block which has been partially covered by a large aircraft navigational
map. The door into the classroom to the northeast and the door providing access into the room
from the main hangar are two-panel wood doors original to the building.
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Figure 35. Overview of Room 1 Looking Northeast.

Figure 36. Overview of Room 1 Looking Southwest.
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3.1.2.3

Room 2

Room 2 is currently utilized as classroom space for the Shelton Aviation flight school. The space
measures approximately 18’4” by 20’9” with a small adjoining office (Room 2A) which measured
8’10” wide. Similar to Room 1, the classroom also features a modern drop ceiling, c. 1970s
paneling on the northwest and northeast walls, and tile floors. A portion of the floor; however, is
covered by a commercial grade carpet. The frame wall dividing the office and classroom
space appears to have been added in the 1970s. The concrete block construction of the
remaining walls is visible (Figures 37 and 38).

Figure 37. Overview of Room 2 (Classroom) Looking Southwest.
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Figure 38. Overview of Room 2 (Classroom) Looking Northeast into Room 2A (Office).

3.1.2.4

Room 3

The office utilized for the Shelton Aviation flight school is the most modernized of the auxiliary
spaces within the hangar. The walls and ceiling are drywall and the floor is covered with wall-towall carpet (Figure 39). Two modern closets have been added to the northwest wall with an
alcove between. The door into the room is also modern and the window on the rear wall
covered.
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Figure 39. Overview of Room 3 (Flight School Office) Looking West.

3.1.2.5

Room 4

Room 4, utilized as a tool room, is a narrow space lined with metal shelves for tool storage as well
as small parts and fasteners (Figure 40). Similar to Room 1 and 2, the walls are paneled, and a
drop ceiling installed. The floor; however, is poured concrete. Entry into the room is through a
wooden two-panel door, which is original to the building.
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Figure 40. Overview of Room 4 (Tool Room) Looking Northwest.

3.1.2.6

Room 5

Room 5 serves as bathroom facilities for the hangar (Figure 41). The room measures
approximately 9’ 6” wide by 18’ 8” in depth. The room also features drains in the floor and
bathroom stalls and fixtures. A door, which provided access to the adjoining office to the
northeast (Room 6), has been enclosed (Figure 42). Additional alterations to the space include
the replacement of the entry door with a modern wood door and the addition of modern
fluorescent light fixtures.
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Figure 41. Overview of Room 5 (Bathroom) Looking Northwest.
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Figure 42. Detail of Filled-In Door in Northeast Wall of Room 5, View Looking East.

3.1.2.7

Room 6

Room 6 currently functions as office space as well as small tool and parts storage. The room is
one of the more altered spaces in the hangar and includes fully paneled walls, added in the
1970s, and an acoustical drop ceiling with fluorescent light fixtures. The window in the rear wall
of the space has also been covered by the paneling (Figure 43). The original entry door to this
space has been replaced by a modern wood and glass door.
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Figure 43. Overview of Room 6 Looking Northwest.

3.1.2.8

Room 7

Room 7, located in the southeast wing of the hangar, is currently utilized for plane fabrication
and some storage. The room is accessed through a three part folding door as well as a single
two-panel wood pedestrian entry door. Both are original to the building. The room measures
approximately 19’ deep and 34” 2” long. Several walls have been framed in in the space
(Figure 44); however, construction was halted with the uncertainty of the hangar’s time frame for
demolition. The exterior doors accessing this room are modern and replace one of the original
windows on the southeastern exterior elevation. A small two-panel wood door, original to the
building, on the northeast end wall of the space accesses the pocket area of the metal hangar
doors. Currently the door is not accessible due to the modern framing along attached to the
wall.
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Figure 44. Overview of Room 7 Looking East.

3.1.2.9

Room 8

Currently utilized as parts and maintenance equipment storage, Room 8 is the largest undivided
space within the wings of the building (Figures 45 and 46). The room measures approximately 84
feet 7 inches and can be accessed through three separate doors; two consist of single twopanel wood pedestrian entry doors and the third is a set of bi-fold doors. All are original to the
building. Similar to Room 7, Room 8 contains a small two-panel door on its southwest end wall
which provides access to the pocket for the large metal hangar doors (Figure 47). A woodframed truss is located near the center of the room and appears to reinforce the structure of the
ceiling. Small scale cornice molding is also present in the space and drop fluorescent light
fixtures have been added.
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Figure 45. Overview of Room 8 Looking Northeast.

Figure 46. Overview of Room 8 Looking Southwest.
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Figure 47. Detail of Door on Southwest Wall of Room 8, View Looking Southwest.
3.1.2.10

Control Tower

The control tower consists of three floors. The first floor serves as office space with additional
office space on the second floor. Due to FAA regulations, the third floor, which functions as the
Air Traffic Control center, was not accessible.
The first floor is sectioned into two spaces and is accessed from the main hangar area through
an original two-panel wood door and through a modern opening in the southwest wall of Room
1 (Figure 48). The space is also accessed by a metal and glass exterior door on the northeast
elevation of the tower. A small entry way has been added just inside the exterior door. The
second entry door added as a buffer against cold air coming into the space, has been
removed. The interior space has been modified by the addition of commercial grade carpet,
an acoustical drop ceiling and the addition of c, 1970s paneling on several of the interior walls
(Figure 49). A glass a wood counter has also been added and functions not only as a display
case, but also a division between the office space and the more public area. The stairs to the
second floor are also accessed from the first floor of the tower. The wall enclosing the staircase
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is narrow, approximately three inches wide, and constructed with beadboard sheathing. The
stairs are constructed in a dogleg configuration to accommodate the narrow space allotted
and are carpeted. A small narrow closet is located under the stairs and features a period twopanel wood door. A small enclosed office is located in the southwest corner of the building and
is accessed by a wood dutch-style door. The office is unadorned and features cinderblock walls
and built in shelves under the window (Figure 50).
The second floor is also sectioned into two office spaces as well as a small modern closet
located on the southeast wall. A small bathroom is located in a narrow space adjacent to the
stairs to the third floor. The second floor office space was renovated in the 1970s or early 1980s
with the addition of commercial grade carpet, drop accoustical ceiling, and paneling added
over the cinderblock walls (Figure 51). Modern hollow core doors are throughout with the
exception of the door to the bathroom.

Figure 48. Control Tower First Floor Office, View Looking East.
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Figure 49. Control Tower First Floor Office, View Looking Southwest.
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Figure 50. First Floor Office Interior, View Looking Southwest.
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Figure 51. Second Floor Control Tower Offices, View Looking Southwest.

3.2

TURBO MACHINERY AND PROPULSION RESEARCH LABORATORY

The one-story building presently used as the Turbo Machinery and Propulsion Research
Laboratory was originally built for the purpose of training aircraft engine mechanics during World
War II (Hook 2009). This building, presently the Turbo Machinery and Propulsion Research
Laboratory, has been an integral part of the training of aircraft engine mechanics, particularly
during World War II, but also in conjunction with the hangar building, in supporting the war effort
(McAllister 1989). In order to meet the demand and fill the shortage of aircraft mechanics, VPI
started its training program in 1941 to support National Defense industries and used this building
for some of its hands-on classroom space (Richmond Times-Dispatch 1941; (Humphreys n.d:19;
Hook 2009). The building is presently utilized as Virginia Tech’s Mechanical Engineering
Department’s jet engine research facility.

3.2.1

Exterior

Constructed of cinder block in a pattern identical to the Hokie Hangar, the building still plays a
role in aircraft design industry and is involved with research and development. Across the front
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of the building are 10 bays, three of which contain garage-style doors (Figure 52). The remaining
bays contain metal entry doors or the original metal windows, which like the hangar have had
chicken wire embedding in the glass. The building is deeper on the east end and incorporates a
brick chimney, visible through the rear roof slope (Figures 53-55). Off the west end of the building
is a poured concrete loading deck with stairs, which appears to be a later addition. Three
somewhat evenly spaced entry doors are located in the west gable end. The openings have
been narrowed as evidenced by the plywood in-fill surrounding each door (Figure 56). Aside
from several of the garage bay doors, the only other major exterior alteration visible is a modern
one-story, metal sheathed shed roof garage addition on the rear of the building.
Overall the building retains its overall configuration and layout including room sizes and poured
concrete floor. Since the original function of the building was workshop space, only basic,
functional architectural features were included in the building’s design. Later additions to the
building include updated electrical systems and an accoustic tile ceiling.

Figure 52. Turbo Machinery and Propulsion Research Laboratory, View Looking Southeast.
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Figure 53. Turbo Machinery and Propulsion Research Laboratory, View Looking Southwest.

Figure 54. Turbo Machinery and Propulsion Research Laboratory, View Looking West.
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Figure 55. Turbo Machinery and Propulsion Research Laboratory, View Looking Northeast.

Figure 56. Turbo Machinery and Propulsion Research Laboratory, View Looking Northeast.
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3.2.2

Interior

The interior of the Turbo Machinery and Propulsion Laboratory building is purely functional in
design. The walls are concrete and cinder block and the floors throughout are poured
concrete. The original interior configuration remains intact with little alteration.
3.2.2.1

Office (Room 1)

The office, located on the far northeastern end of the building is an unadorned space consisting
of cinderblock walls and a concrete floor (Figure 57). The room measures approximately 17 feet
by 8 feet and is accessed through a 39 inch wide opening. No door is present. The rear wall of
the space divides the office from the room behind; however, the space is only accessible
through an exterior door on the northeastern gable end of the building.

Figure 57. View towards Room 1 (Office) Looking Northeast.

3.2.2.2

Rooms 2

The space to the southwest of the office is utilized as a workshop for the propulsion laboratory.
Similar to the office, the space is utilitarian and as such is unadorned (Figure 58). The room is Lshaped and is accessed by exterior double doors on the northwest wall and in the rear by a
pedestrian entry door in the southwest wall. Both entries have been altered and made smaller
(Figures 59 and 60). A large 5-foot opening provides access to additional computer space and
the main pedestrian entry in the front façade. The computer space is designed with a window
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in the southwest wall which looks out towards the active jet engine test bay to the southwest
(Rooms 3 and 4). Behind the rear wall of the computer space is an enclosed space which is not
accessible from either the computer area or the main portion of Room 2.
Room 2 also features a brick stove pipe flue, visible above the roofline from the exterior (Figure
58). The base of the flue measures approximately 37 by 37 inches. To the northeast of the stack
within the northeast wall of the space is an enclosed entrance to the eastern corner room
previously mentioned in regards to Room 1 (Figure 61). A drop ceiling has been added and
appears to be the only other alteration to the space not previously mentioned.

Figure 58. Overview of Room 2 Looking Southeast.
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Figure 59. Door Detail (Room 2), View Looking Northwest.

Figure 60. Overview of Room 2 Looking Southwest.
.
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Figure 61. Detail of Filled-In Door Opening on Northeast Wall of Room 2, View Looking Northeast.

3.2.2.3

Room 4

Room 4 is an active jet engine bay and was not photographed.

3.2.2.4

Room 5

Room 5, to the southwest of Room 4, also functioned as a jet engine test bay; however, is
currently underutilized (Figure 62). The walls are cinderblock with a two windows in the
southwest wall which provides visual accessibility to the room (Figure 63). The original door to
the bay on the front façade has been replaced by a modern rolling garage door. The original
rear garage bay opening has been filled in with concrete block (Figure 64).
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Figure 62. Overview of Room 5, View Looking Southeast.

Figure 63. Window Detail, Southwest Wall of Room 5, View Looking Southwest.
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Figure 64. Detail of Filled-In Door Opening on Southeast Wall of Room 5, View Looking Southeast.

3.2.2.5

Room 6

Room 6 is a large open rectangular space accessed through a 52-inch wood and glass entry
door (Figures 65-67). Three pairs of metal framed windows are located on the rear wall of the
room with three pairs of metal windows and a garage bay on the front façade. The garage bay
contains a modern garage door. The southwestern-most window on the front façade is covered
with plywood and the window is missing. Added to the space is a temporary frame partition
wall and a modern acoustical drop ceiling. The room is utilitarian in function and is unadorned.
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Figure 65. Overview of Room 6 Looking Southeast.

Figure 66. Overview of Room 6 Looking South.
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Figure 67. Detail of Entry Door into Room 6, View Looking East.

3.2.2.6

Room 7

Room 7 was not accessible as the doors on the southwestern gable end were boarded-up with
plywood.
Storage boxes are visible through the single metal window at the extreme
southwestern end of the front elevation and suggest the space is currently used for storage.

3.3

CIVIL AIR PATROL BUILDING

The Civil Air Patrol Building, presently the Advanced Dynamics Building for Virginia Tech’s
Engineering Department, is located northwest of the Hokie Hangar. Originally constructed in
1952 for the Architecture Department, the building changed function in the 1980s and was used
for storage by the Civil Air Patrol (CAP). During the 1990s the Engineering Department was
granted use of the northern portion of the building while the southern half of the building is still
used for storage by the CAP (Hook 2009; O’Brien 2009).
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3.3.1

Exterior

The building is a one-story brick and concrete block structure with a low pitched side gable roof.
Exposed rafter ends are visible under the large overhangs. Shingles are used in the southwest
gable and board and batten in the northeast. Fenestration consists of tall multi-pane metal
windows on the southeast and northwest elevations. The main entry façade (southeast
elevation) has a curved porch entrance to protect the double doors. Addionally there is a tall
garage bay on the rear (northwest) elevation and single pane casement style windows on the
northeast side and six-over-three on the concrete block elevation and above the curved entry
porch. Above the entry doors on the northeast elevation is a flat pre-fabricated poured
concrete roof (Figures 68-73).

Figure 68. Civil Air Patrol Building, View Looking West.
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Figure 69. Civil Air Patrol Building, View Looking Northwest.

Figure 70. Civil Air Patrol Building, View Looking East.
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Figure 71. Civil Air Patrol Building, View Looking North.
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Figure 72. Window Detail on Northwest Elevation, View Looking East.
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Figure 73. Detail of Entry, View Looking Southwest.

Figure 74. Detail of Entry Roof, View Looking Northwest.
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3.3.2

Interior

The interior of the building, aside from the plywood partitian wall dividing the space in half, little
has been altered on the interior. Constructed with a high ceiling, the building’s function could
change easily with little impact to the historic fabric. Similar to the Turbo Machinery and
Propulsion Laboratory Building, this building does not have much architectural detailing
incorporated into its original design due to its function as a hands-on laboratory facility. The
building does; however, retain the original doors, wall surfaces and roofing system.
The interior of the Civil Air Patrol building is mainly accessed through a pair of five cross-panel
doors on the buildings southeastern elevation (Figure 75); however, paired modern metal doors
are located on the northeastern gable end and a tall garage bay on the northwestern
elevation. The space is divided into a small office just inside the southeastern entry into the
building and a large open space which houses a laser. The office is divided from the main open
laboratory by a concrete block wall which incorporates a large single light window. The floor in
both areas is poured concrete (Figures 76-78). The roof structure is exposed and consists of 21
wood trusses spaced approximately 22 inches apart (Figure 79). The gable end walls are
sheathed in diagonal wood boards. Although the building is concrete block construction, the
northwest and southeast walls incorporate brick “blocks”.
3.3.2.1

Loft

Above the southwestern section of the building, which includes the office, is a loft accessed by
a set of modern stairs (Figure 80). The loft itself is supported by concrete block piers which
measure approximately 12 by 15 inches (Figure 81). The floor of the loft consists of narrow wood
floor boards (Figure 82). A modern partition wall encloses the portion of the loft above the
office.
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Figure 75. Interior of Entry Doors, View Looking Southwest.
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Figure 76. Overview of Office Looking Northwest.
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Figure 77. Overview of Interior from Loft Looking East.
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Figure 78. Overview of Interior Looking South.
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Figure 79. Detail of Ceiling Framing, View Looking South.
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Figure 80. Stairs to Loft Area, View Looking Northwest.
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Figure 81. Detail of Interior of One-Story Addition, View Looking Southwest.

Figure 82. Overview of Loft Looking North.
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4.0

CONCLUSIONS

The Hokie Hangar, Turbo Machinery and Propulsion Laboratory Building, and Civil Air Patrol
Building comprise a group of three buildings utilized by Virginia Tech as classroom and research
space. The Hokie Hangar, one of the last remaining 1940s aircraft hangars in the State of
Virginia, was constructed using funds from the WPA and Virginia Tech as part of the training
program for civilian pilots as part of the government’s Civilian Pilot Training Program under the
Army Air Corps. As World War II progressed demand for trained pilots and airplane mechanics
increased. In 1940 an airport hangar was constructed as well as military style temporary
barracks, dining hall, and infirmary were constructed. The complex could house upwards of 125
students. Only the hangar remains. The training school was part of the National Youth
Administration program run by the Federal government with programs in the 48 states. By the
War’s end, which also signaled the end of the program, approximately 750 students had been
trained as airplane mechanics at VPI.
The Turbo Machinery and Propulsion Laboratory Building, constructed in 1942, was utilized as
workshop space for the training program and included specifically built bays for testing aircraft
engines. The building would later be used for jet engine research as part of Virginia Tech’s
Aeronautical Engineering program. Although built approximately 10 years after the hangar and
propulsion laboratory building the Civil Air Patrol building became an integral part in the
research and development programs of Virginia Tech and is currently utilized as laboratory
space.
As a complex of buildings, the structures represent a sector of twentieth century aviation history,
particularly during World War II, and the development of aviation and aeronautical engineering.
The buildings transitioned during the later mid-twentieth century to train ROTC students in flight
and airplane mechanics. In the last three decades of the century, the buildings were utilized as
Virginia Tech’s jet engine research facility as part of the school’s Mechancial Engineering
program. The Hokie Hangar during the latter decades of the twentieth serves as classrooms for
a flight school as well as an aircraft maintanence facility and fabrication, a function that
continues to the present day.
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